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sedans are a very important class of aircraft in the general aviation fleet. the allure of a car in the sky is irresistible, even if it is an old, beat up, and slightly noisy one. the aviat husky is a prototype of a very
unusual car-like aircraft. it has a steel monocoque fuselage, a fiberglass passenger cabin, and a high-lift double-lobe wing. the aviat husky features a large windshield and a two-seat cockpit. the pilot sits
behind the engine and the passenger sits in a streamlined bubble. the idea was that the pilot and passenger would sit together, if they so chose, for a more intimate experience. the cabin was originally
designed for two people; however, it can seat three comfortably. the aircraft's long-span wing features a high-lift device, which enables it to reach higher than normal altitudes. the aviat husky has a top
speed of more than 200 km/h (about 124 mph). power is supplied by a pratt & whitney jt8d-3a turbofan engine, which is mounted on the rear of the fuselage. a total of 12 aircraft were built, and a further 10
were built under license for the american company husky aviation, llc. the aviat husky was a joint development between boeing and aviat, the company later becoming aviat international. it was designed to
gain permission from the federal aviation administration (faa) to use the term "car-like aircraft" in place of the unofficial term "light business aircraft". the aviat husky won the 1992 general aviation
manufacturers association (gama) design award. one aircraft was used in a television documentary called cup crazy, and a second aircraft was used to film scenes for the 1995 tim burton movie batman
forever. the movie a bug's life features a number of scenes filmed at the vancouver art gallery, which used a husky as an alien vehicle. the aviat husky was a prototype aircraft that never entered production.
its high-lift wing proved too difficult to build, and it was too difficult to design and build an engine that could power the aircraft. the husky was never approved by the faa as a car-like aircraft. although the
aviat husky is no longer in production, aviat international still has a license to build husky aircraft under the name aviat husky. lionheart creations offers several products for the aviat husky
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As technology allowed, the design was improved and after the initial production order the model was upgraded significantly; the 4 blade main rotor system was removed and in their place a 2 blade system
was developed. The new design then proceeded to the prototype stage and this was certified as aerodynamically and aurally clean, following a series of inspections by the leading certification body, the

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). In late 1999, Lionheart applied to change the registration of the model to E-VYU from E-YUQ and this was granted on the 6th of March 2000. It was also granted a
permitted modification to the model, which was approved in July 2000, to allow the standard fuel tank to be changed to an optional dual fuel tank.In 2001, a further modification was made to the model,

increasing the fuselage length by some 50mm.After the 'Blade with People' pack comes out, take a look at the following packs: (more info and forum links coming soon) E-VBB: Blade with B17 Blueprint E-VNL:
Blade with 12th Airborne E-VYL: Blade with People with Pack "Christmas Pack" E-VSN: Blade with Night Vision The pack "Christmas Pack" includes to a number of different objects such as the "Christmas tree",
"jingle bell", "sun", "beach ball", "trees", "sleigh", "wind chimes" and a few more Christmas items Builds for the packs are also recommended at https://www.facebook.com/LionheartMod/ Model sizes are from
560mm to 760mm and model weights are from 500g to 900g. Builds for the pack is simply download the pack itself and connect to the aircraft. The Blade with People pack will be available in the game and

we will be modifying the Blade with People pack to include all of the files that we have created so that you will not be having to redownload the pack. Important Information: - The update packs will be version
15.00.17, the Blade with People pack will be version 15.00.18. - The Blade with People pack is an optional pack and will need to be installed after the Blade with People Beta. 5ec8ef588b
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